When was the last time you went shopping?

- Tomorrow
- Next week
- Yesterday
- Near the Station

Gandhiji opposed the untouchability and he wanted?

- The people of India to give treatment of equality to the untouchables
- The Harijans to revolt against it
- A social revolution to create a society based on equality
- Untouchability to be declared a crime under law

She hasn't written to me _____ we met last time.

- for
- since
- ago
- before

Fifty dollars were ________ from my wallet.

- missing
- missed
- absent
- present

Which verb can go in the space?

That girl ______ very strangely.

- walks
- looks
- seems
Who is the author of famous book 'Perception and Misperception in International Politics'? 
- Noam Chomsky
- Robert Gilpin
- Robert Jervis
- Fareed Zakaria

She doesn't like _____ television
- watch
- see
- looking
- watching

I'm _____ in the news.
- interested
- interesting
- exciting
- interest

Eritrea, which became the 182nd member of the UN in 1993, is in the continent of:
- Europe
- Africa
- Asia
- Australia

Which among the following National Highway routes is the longest?
- Kolkata-Hajira
- Chennai-Thane
- Agra-Mumbai
Parliament consists of?

- Prime Minister and other Ministers
- President, Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha
- President, Chief Justice and Lok Sabha
- President, Prime Minister and other Ministers

She _____________ her boyfriend because he betrayed her.

- split
- split up with
- splitted up with
- split up

What's the missing word?
What ____ you do?

- was
- did
- are
- have

Put your money somewhere safe ________ it gets stolen.

- so that
- until
- before
- because

Author of 'The Origins of Political Order'

- Robert D. Kaplan
- Daron Acemoğlu
You need to __________ one hour before the flight.

- check out
- check for
- check in
- find out

Who is the author of ‘Politics among Nations?’

- David Halberstam
- Hans Morgenthau
- Ernest Gellner
- Robert Keohane

At first she _______________ by her stories, but later we learnt that they were lies.

- took us for
- took us with
- has taken us about
- took us in

How many times have you gone camping?

- Three people
- Four days
- Three days
- Three times

Michael Jackson is a distinguished person in the field of?

- Pop Music
- Journalism
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Which question is correct?
☐ What's happen to me?
☐ What's happening to me?
☐ What does happen to me
☐ what was happened to me?
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Film and TV institute of India is located at:
☐ Pune (Maharashtra)
☐ Rajkot (Gujarat)
☐ Pimpri (Maharashtra)
☐ Perambur (Tamilnadu)
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Our teacher is going to move and other teacher will have to ______ our class.
☐ take up
☐ take over
☐ take for
☐ take in
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He arrived _____ you were asleep.
☐ until
☐ while
☐ for
☐ during
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Which verb completes the sentence?
When is he ____?
☐ leaves
We're thinking of taking _________ to the mountains.

☐ A trip
☐ A journey
☐ A travel
☐ A tour

The present Lok Sabha is the:-

☐ 16\textsuperscript{th} Lok Sabha
☐ 15\textsuperscript{th} Lok Sabha
☐ 13\textsuperscript{th} Lok Sabha
☐ 14\textsuperscript{th} Lok Sabha

This record-shop _____ be a book-shop a few years ago.

☐ used to
☐ used
☐ use
☐ used

Which word can go in the space?

Mr Rajesh always works ______.

☐ Fastly
☐ Smoothly
☐ Lately
☐ Carefully

The Alamatti is on the river:-
Consider the following countries:
1. Switzerland
2. Malta
3. Bulgaria

Which of the above are members of European Union?
1. 1 and 2 only
2. 1 and 3 only
3. 1, 2 and 3
4. 2 and 3 only

Who declared that his ultimate aim was to wipe ‘every tear from every eye’?
1. Jawaharlal Nehru
2. Rajendra Prasad
3. Sardar Patel
4. Mahatma Gandhi

Hundred year war was fought between:
1. France and England
2. Iran and Iraq
3. Greek and Persian forces
4. Civil war in England

Famous places to Country
1. Cannes: France
2. Davos: Denmark
3. Roland Garros: The Netherlands
Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly matched?

- 1 and 2 only
- 1 only
- 2 and 3 only
- 1, 2 and 3
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I saw Peter ________ I was getting off the bus.

- as
- why
- how
- because
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I think John _____ translate this document.

- Has
- will have
- Will have to
- Have to
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She ________ working in the office.

- cannot
- stands for
- can't stand
- stands a chance
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R. K. Laxman is a renowned

- Writer
- Cartoonist
- Journalist
- Dance master
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Author of 'Soft Power: The Means To Success In World Politics.'

☐ Alexander Wendt
☐ Michael Waltzer
☐ Thomas L. Friedman
☐ Joseph S. Nye Jr.
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Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched? (City to River)

☐ London : Thames
☐ Vienna: Danube
☐ Berlin: Rhine
☐ New York: Hudson
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Get off the bus ___________ it stops.

☐ so fast
☐ as soon as
☐ so quick as
☐ so soon as
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How often do you write letters?

☐ Two times a week.
☐ Two hours.
☐ Two people.
☐ Two pages
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It's been years ________ I enjoyed myself so much.

☐ since
☐ from
☐ science
☐ for
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What is the correct rank order of towns on the basis of population size?

- Greater Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Bangalore, Chennai
- Greater Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore
- Delhi, Greater Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad
- Kolkata, Greater Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai, Hyderabad

Qantas Airways belongs to:
- West Germany
- New Zealand
- East Germany
- Australia

Can we _____ at your house and go to the party together?
- come
- find
- meet
- see

Which sentence is best for a sign?
- Should not touch
- Do not touch
- Must not touch
- You don't touch

I _____ breakfast when the phone rang.
- have
- am having
- was having
- had
How can I _____ to the post office?

☐ reach
☐ get
☐ arrive
☐ find

The author of "The Post-American World"?

☐ Hedley Bull
☐ Fareed Zakaria
☐ Daniel W. Drezner
☐ Samantha Power

Complete the sentence. This music sounds _____!

☐ Great
☐ Garely
☐ Grate
☐ Graetly

It's a small town in the south _____ England.

☐ off
☐ to
☐ of
☐ from

Distance of stars is measured in:-

☐ Kilometres per second
☐ Light years
☐ Kilometres only
☐ Nautical miles
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Thyagaraja of 18th century was:
☐ The greatest musician who composed his songs in Telugu
☐ The greatest playwright of Tamil
☐ The greatest Kathak dancer
☐ The greatest Sanskrit poet
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Who is the author of 'The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order'?
☐ Francis Fukuyama
☐ Henry Kissinger
☐ Samuel P. Huntington
☐ Hendry Kissinger
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One of my neighbours has _____ me to tea.
☐ welcomed
☐ invited
☐ pleased
☐ suggested
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I'd like to ________ to the manager, please.
☐ describe
☐ speak
☐ discuss
☐ say
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Where is the famous Virupaksha temple located?
☐ Chidambaram
☐ Hampi
☐ Bhadrachalam
☐ Srikalahasti
Which state has become first to fix minimum educational qualification for panchayat polls?

- Gujarat
- Rajasthan
- Kerala
- Karnataka

"Would you like to come swimming with us?" "______________ ."

- "I'll love to."
- "I'd like it."
- "I like it."
- "I'd love to."

The members of the State Public Service Commission are appointed by the:-

- chief justice
- governor
- vice-president
- chief minister

The oath of office is conducted to the president by:-

- the chief justice of India
- the speaker of Lok Sabha
- the vice-president of India
- The Speaker of Loksabha

The language of discourses of Gautama Buddha was:-

- Pali
- Sanskrit
- Bhojpuri
- Magadhi
The preamble to our constitution includes all the following except:
- equality of status
- adult franchise
- justice
- fraternity

Which country has the largest coast line?
- India
- USA
- Australia
- Canada

Which of the following union territories of India has the highest density of population per sq km?
- Delhi
- Chandigarh
- Pondicherry
- Lakshadweep

World Human Rights Day is observed on:
- December 7
- December 10
- September 5
- April 8

Performance budget covers:
- Surplus only
- inputs and outputs
- inputs only
- outputs only
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Where is the headquarters of Oil and Natural Gas Commission?
☐ Digboi
☐ Vadodara
☐ Dehradun
☐ Mumbai
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The pension of a high court judge is charged to the:-
☐ Consolidated Funds of the different states where he has served
☐ Consolidated Fund of the state where he last served
☐ Consolidated Fund of India
☐ Contingency Fund of India
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Who is the first Asian Winner of Nobel Prize?
☐ C. V. Raman
☐ Rajiv Gandhi
☐ Mother Teresa
☐ Rabindranath Tagore
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Who had recommended for productive planning with a constitutional status in India?
☐ Pt. Jawaharlal, Nehru
☐ Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
☐ Dr. Rajendra Prasad
☐ K.C. Neogi
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Who among the following is known as the father of comparative public administration?
☐ Frank J. Goodnow
☐ L. D. While
☐ Woodrow Wilson
☐ Fred Riggs
The national anthem was written by:
- Sarat Chandra Chatterjee
- Aurobindo Ghosh
- Rabindranath Tagore
- Bankim Chandra Chatterjee

The Vijayanagara ruler, Kirshnadev Raya's work Amuktamalyada, was in:
- Telugu
- Tamil
- Sanskrit
- Kannada

The Upanishads are:
- prayers to God
- books of ancient Hindu laws
- books on social behavior of man
- a source of Hindu philosophy

The power to prorogue the Lok Sabha rests with:
- the speaker
- the president
- the prime minister
- the minister for parliamentary affairs

Tulsidas, the author of Ramcharitmanas, was a contemporary of which of the following rulers?
- Akbar
- Sher Shah Suri
- Humayun
- Shahjahan
The Principle of unity of command implies:
- Group to be assigned the responsibility of commanding
- Employees should receive orders from one superior only
- In union there is strength
- Command be equally distributed among horizontal line

The preamble to our constitution provided that India is:
- a sovereign republic with a socialist pattern of society
- a socialist, secular and democratic republic
- a sovereign, socialist, secular and democratic republic
- a sovereign, socialist and democratic republic

The famous book 'Anandmath' has been authorised by:
- Sarojini Naidu
- Sri Aurobindo
- Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya
- Rabindranath Tagore

Author of the 'Common Sense':
- Thomas Paine
- S. K. Pachuri
- Juan Matapang Cruz
- Rudyard Kipling

Who amongst the following is the author of the book 'Freedom from Fear'?
- Aung San Suukyi
- Benazir Bhutto
- Nelson Mandela
- Taslima Nasreen
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'DTP' computer abbreviation usually means?
- Data Type Programming
- Desktop Publishing
- Document Type Processing
- Digital Transmission Protocol
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Who of the following Presidents of India was associated with the Trade Union Movement in India?
- K. R. Narayanan
- Zakir Hussain
- N. Sanjiva Reddy
- V. V. Giri
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Money bill can be introduced in:-
- either houses of the Parliament
- only Rajya Sabha
- only Lok Sabha
- in a joint sitting of the both houses
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State socialism believes in:-
- Revolution
- Stateless Society
- Democracy
- A state without law
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Which of the following was the chief exponent of the Monistic Theory of Sovereignty?
- Austin
- Bentham
- Locke
- Bodin
Who is the author of the book “Superstar India: From Incredible to Unstoppable”?

- Shobha De
- Vikram Seth
- Arundhati Roy
- L.K. Advani

Who is the author of famous statement: “That Government is the best which governs least”?

- Alexis De Tocqueville
- Harold Laski
- Herbert Spencer
- Henry David Thoreau

Who acted as chairman of the drafting committee of the Constituent Assembly?

- Rajendra Prasad
- Jawaharlal Nehru
- C. R. Gopalachari
- B. R. Ambedkar

The Nobel peace prize is awarded in which city?

- Brussels
- Stockholm
- Oslo
- Geneva

Author of the book The world is Flat.

- Friedrich Hayek
- George Orwell
- Thomas Friedman
- Milton Friedman
Right to Form Association is a:—

- Legal Right
- Political Right
- Civil Right
- Natural Right

The book 'Cricket My Style' is written by:

- Mohinder Amarnath
- Sunil Gavaskar
- Kapil Dev
- Sachin Tendulkar

Which one of the following political philosophers is an advocate of positive liberty?

- John Stuart Mill
- Iris Marion Young
- T. H. Green
- Isaiah Berlin

Author of the book 'Around the World in Eighty Days':

- Jack London
- George Orwell
- J. K. Rowling
- Jules Verne

Which country's Political Party system has been described as 'Empty Bottle' by Bryce?

- England
- America
- Australia
- Nigeria
According to the Indian Constitution who can declare emergency?

- the Council of Ministers
- the President
- the Prime Minister
- the Parliament

'CD' computer abbreviation usually means?

- Command Description
- Copy Density
- Change Data
- Compact Disc